The descriptions in the Yingzao fashi Each description has three parts (figs. 2-17) , each characterizing one aspect of the transverse frame. 1 Depth, in rafters. This is an even number. 2 Subdivision, expressed in various combinations of three types of terms. a Clear span (tongyan). In a clear span building, there are no interior columns, only the two in the front and back walls (fig. 17a ). b Central division (fen xin). In a centrally divided building, there is a column below the ridge purlin ( fig. 16b ). c Beams (/»). The length of the beam indicates the size of the bay it spans. Only the outermost beams are specified; the inner beams are merely imphed (17b).
Of the 18 descriptions, none containing the term dear span also contain the terms central division or beams. A description not containing clear span contains central division or beams or both (figs. 7, 9, 11) .
3 Total number of columns. The minimum is two in a clear span building. The maximum is one more than the number of rafters, but this possibility is not seen among the 18 variations.
Consider the description (fig. 4):
10-rafter building, centrally divided, a 2-rafter beam in both front and back, with 5 columns (shijia chuan wu,fen xin, qianhoii nifu, yong wu zhu).
The building has four bays which, from front to back, are two, three, three and two rafters deep. The two outside bays are specified; the two inside bays are not. A grammar consists of an initial shape and a number of shape rules. The shape rules are applied to shapes to produce other shapes. There is an initial description. associated with the initial shape and functions associated with the shape rules. As each shape rule is applied to one shape to produce another shape, the associated function is applied to the description of the one shape to produce a description of the other shape. It does this by changing some of the components of the description. Thus, "given a language of designs defined by a shape grammar, the intended descriptions of these designs can be explicitly constructed by use of a recursive schema based on this shape grammar" (Stiny 1981, 257 16a ). Other descriptions can be generated by the functions but, compared to the set of 1 8, they appear illformed. They are worth discussing, but we omit them here for lack of space.
( four-rafter building, centrally divided, with three columns;
four-rafter building, a two-rafter beam in both ft'ont and back, with three columns.
If the designs and their descriptions had a one-many relation, then some designs would not have descriptions. This would seem to make descriptions unnecessary. Another hint is that the 18 variations and their descriptions have a one-one relation.
Conclusion
We now have the outline of a shape grammar that generates the 18 transverse frames illustrated in the Yingzao fashi. This outline is implied by the functions we propose to generate the descriptions accompanying the illustrations. Specifically, we associate a step in the generation of a transverse frame with a step in the generation of its description. For example, the grammar should have a shape rule that "centrally divides" a transverse frame; when this rule is applied, an associated function changes the associated description to include centrally divided.
Using descriptions provides an alternative approach to the question of which transverse frames are allowed: we can now evaluate not only the design itself but also its description. The grammar now embodies those criteria that interested the builders of the Song dynasty; to some extent it has the internal logic, the "look and feel," of the Yingzao fashi. This in turn addresses the question of the descriptive adequacy of the characterization of a style, first brought up by Stiny and Mitchell (1978) . This example shows how Stiny's formalization integrates varying types of knowledge about designsnot only the designs themselves, but descriptions as well. Moreover, the example is taken from architectural history, which shows that the approach can provide insight into real architectural problems.
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